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Description
5-D-Water opens up a new/further perspective of reality (definition of dimension). The most apparent effect on our body
is a feeling of lightness, almost floating
and at the same time being aware of every single cell. The best way to experience
this is to fold up a field as 3-D-space: in a
plasma-tube-station around the body or
using 2 plasma-pads or any other devices
with at least 2 sides. 5-D-Water supports
you with every form of transformation or
letting go, because it lifts up the physical
body.

a jar with 500ml of destilled water (real
aqua dest. -no osmosis water from hardwarestore), mix it again with nc-copper
mixer and now we have a potentiated
1:100 dilution. Again wait for another
12 hours, take of 5ml and add to a new
500ml jar of destilled water and mix
again. Now we have a potentiated dilution
of 1:10.000, -a water-essence.
From now on we have activated a new
potential of water which is now easier to
be reached or used for us: 5-D-Water.
It could be that physical GANS develops
during this process or at some stage later,
but it is not necessary for using the water
with great benefits.
Love and incredible experiences!
Virko Kade

Production
To start of with we need a water with very
special quality: I call it „vertical water“.
This could derive from either a waterfall
or an artesian well. It should move by its
own intention in a vertical direction and
should be undisturbed by any human
influence. This water has to undergo a
physical and energetic cleansing first.
Both happens by adding some CuOGANS water+particals (e.g. 10ml in a
syringe added to 500ml of vertical water).
As soon as the GANS particals have sunk
to the bottom immediately take of the
clean water above.
Next step we stirr the water with a nanocoated copper-mixer (1-2 min, clockwise
seen from above) and let it sit for at least
12 hours.
From this water we take a small amount
with a syringe (e.g. 5ml) and add this to
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